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some sort of distance

dusk glows

the flakes, sucking up

against heather, the least plant

her flying wishes

are pipes of gold made of light!

laying on the land,

that slow school hour

shining and globed

reaching a grapedish popping





envy of dust

bursting clear

bleeding a tar house

the slow school hours

rich millionaires

one half of them perfidious

everyone forgot to say hello

soaked feetless

hair burnt

body

wrung from plums





the farmer reaped 

stupid invocations

in shame’s church

when it was cleaned

the warlike ghost

bent to place a bomb

breasts

whispering

air-gas pumping

boots slopping

sinister plop-plopping

banging

slap slap





this shy terror

surging forth

mist whimpering

tipped smashed sparks

of the criss-crossed rails

shattered

trainwrecked

no value

a single note

one lantern

lighting the room





grasping under the bloody hat

with so much conviction

one substance

poured over the dead summer

mother skinned of leather

and stained sheep

hairy sunglasses popped off

sloppy hat sliding off

in the hot afternoon

this parent’s pride

went to the coral

not knowing what to do





bouncing down the stairs

suspended by a hair

red fingers in a blue glove,

red hat

nothing tells us that

no slick leaf on the wall

bossed around

poor and isolated

and broken too

nothing more

to be trudged over

in monsoon time





this forest is deep

the field is dry

the eastward barrier

hasn’t opened yet

bitter hilltops of lemongrass

by piled grapes

a big grape

this fake experience

like a lid

with a solution

then at the church

beyond salvation





the dumb blind beast

canst thou expect to see

cooking beer

no value

play on my blue guitar,

a small guitar

like a gun, 

is all flat

laying on the grass

april’s minor music

veiled from the majority

swimming pool weedy

clearly day still





the old guitar

my boy

picking the tender

oil to group the crowd

a real shit left to distance

the soft, gentle joy

with a snake-cage halo

in the hot wet pits

along the beachhead

doubtless, 

a swallow of red wine

lips on my sword

a long red tongue





fishing it

up the cistern

to bend waters

one high flower

can unlock the gates of joy

and the gates of hell

the wet leaf climbing

a hooded bridge

of pure absolution

pigs grunt in the summer

and the chorus

bouyed up the river cup

and the cross

and a little silver dagger

of pure absolution


